§ 1. Formulation of the Problem.
The discussion of the second variation for the simplest class of isoperimetric problemsf, in parameter representation, leads to the following question : Let £TX, H2, T be three given functions\ of t, regular in an interval § (tg, tx); moreover it is supposed that Hx > 0 and T =\= 0 on (tg, tx) .
Under what conditions will the definite integral * Presented to the Society (Chicago) March 29, 1902 . Received for publication April 2, 1902. Published simultaneously in the Decennial Publications of the University of Chicago. tThe class treated in Kneser's Lehrbuch der Variationsrechnung in Chap. IV, in which it is required to minimize an integral of the form I=jt'*F(x,y,x', y>)dt, while at the same time another integral of the same form K = j'lG(x,y,x',y')dt has a prescribed value. %Hl, H* are derived from H= F + ¿G in the same manner as J",, F2 from F in the theory of the unconditioned problem ; for Weieestrass' explicit expression of F. see Bliss, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 3 (1902) , p. 133. Further T= Gxy -Qs'y 4-Gx (x'y" -%"y' ) , the literal subscripts denoting partial differentiation. § The notation implies that t0 < tx.
[July be positive for all functions w, not identically zero, satisfying the following conditions :
(c) the functions w satisfy certain conditions concerning continuity and existence and continuity of the first derivative.
With respect to ( c ) we make the assumption * that w itself shall be continuous on (t0, tx) and that the interval (t0, tx) can be divided into a finite number of subintervals such that on each subinterval the first derivative exists and is continuous,-with the understanding that in the lower ( upper ) endpoint of each subinterval "progressive (regressive) derivative" is substituted for "derivative."
The answer is as follows : Denote by *P(w) the differential expression
and by U and V two integrals f of the differential equations Then if t'0 denote the zero of A(£, t0) next greater than t0 (the "conjugate to t0"), the necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of the relation 82/> 0 is that (3) tx<t'0.
*This agreement means for the isoperimetric problem that we restrict ourselves to continuons cuwes made up of a finite number of arcs along each of which the curve has a continuously turnin¡; tangent.
t It is well known that the general integral of
where u is any constant, can be derived from the general integral of the differential equation of the extremals by differentiation with respect to the constants of integration and the isoperimetric constants. See Hormann, Dissertation, Göttingen, 1887, and Kneser, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 55 (1901) , p. 93.
That this condition (" Jacobi's condition ") is necessary is easily seen.* For the integral 82I can be thrown, by an integration by parts, into the form (4) 82I= f1wT(w)dt, so that, on account of (6),
82I= fhw{<ir(w)-fiT)dt, /i being any constant. And if t'g ¿5 tx, we could make 82I= 0 by choosing
this function w fulfills the conditions (a), (6), (c) and besides it satisfies the differential equation
and therefore it makes 8*1= O.f
It is less evident that the condition (3) is also sufficient, and to show this is the object of the present note. § 2. Proof £ of the Sufficiency of Jacobi's Condition.
Our proof is based upon an extension of the lemma concerning the differential expression "^(w) by which Jacobi proves the analogous theorem for the unconditioned problem, via : = -nrtÍPm A-qn)q-ip'uiA-q'n)q -ipm + qn)q\ But from (6) and (7) follows that * Hx iuv' -u'v) = -m ;
hence we obtain ipu + qv)"^ ipu + qv) = Hx ip'u + q'v)2 -2q(p'm + q'n)
which is the desired extension of Jacobi's lemma.
Since P>'2 + P2co2 = co^ (co) + jt(Hx<oa>'), we further derive from (8) the following relation :
In the latter formula the second derivatives of p and q do not occur ; hence it can be inferred that (9) holds even for functions p, q admitting first but not second derivatives. - We now proceed to prove the sufficiency f of Jacobi's condition. We suppose then that so that A(í,¿0) + 0 for every t, t0<t^ix. Now choose t0 < ta but so near to it that Hx, H2, Tremain regular in the enlarged interval (t0, tx) and that (10) A(i,T0)*0, for every t, t0 S t SI tx; such a choice of td is always possible.% *Compare Kreser, 1. c, equation (22).
fit is hardly necessary to say that we are always speaking of sufficiency for a permanent sign of <52jT, not of sufficiency for a minimum.
X For a proof see C Jordan, Cours d' Analyse, vol. Ill, no. 393. Let w be any function of t satisfying the conditions (a), (b), (c) for the interval (tg, tx) and =0 on (rg, t0) ; then define the two functions p, q by the two equations pu 4-qv = w,
p m + q n = 0, with the initial condition (12) P{t0) = 0, q(t0) = 0.
But from (11) it follows that ¿¿{pm + qn) = (pu 4-qv) T= wT, hence integrating and remembering (12), we obtain (13) pm + qn = I Jt0 t wTdt.
We thus obtain for the determination of p, q two linear equations whose determinant is mv -nu = A(t, rQ), and therefore 4= 0 on (tg, tx) according to (10); hence p and q are continuous on (tg, tx) and with respect to their derivatives of the same character as w.
For the same reason p and q, both vanish not only in tg, but also in tx, since according to ( a ) and ( 6 ), w and f wTdt Jt0 vanish in tg and hi tx. Using these functions p and q in the transformation (9) and integrating* between the limits tg and tx we obtain the final result:
This proves that indeed 82I>0
* If «/, and accordingly p' and q', have discontinuities of the kind admitted by our assumptions, the integral would have to be broken up into a sum of integrals taken over the subintervals ; but as p and q themselves are continuous, formula (9) shows that (14) remains true also in this case.
for all functions w satisfying the conditions (a), (6), (c), provided tx< f0. For 82/> 0 unless p'u + q'v were identically zero; but then it would follow from^'wi + q'n = 0 and (10) that^»' and q must vanish identically and therefore also p and q themselves since they vanish in t0 and are continuous ; but this is against the assumption that w does not vanish identically.
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